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Abstract
Replicaling daia und services al multiple networked compiiters increases Ihe Service availability of disrributed sysfems. This paper preseriis the desigri und implernentation
archifeclure of a replication mechanisrn for a disrribirted
nrultirnedia sysfem medianode which is currently developed as ari irfrasfrucfure 10 share miiltimedia-enhanced
feaching marerials among leciure groups. With ihe replicarion mectianism, medianode provides enhanced access io
presenralion malerials in bofh conneciedand discorinected
operotion modes. The main coritribution ofihispaper is the
identi~cotionof new replication reqirirements in disirib!<redmedia systems und a miilticasr-based updaie propagafion mechanisrn by which not only the updafe evenis are
signaled, but also the updated dara are exchanged between
replication mariagers

1. Introduction
Replication is the maintenance of on-line copies of data
and other resources[2.5,6]. Replication of presentation
materials and meta-data is an important key to providing
high availability, fault tolerante and quality of service
(QoS) in disiributed multimedia systems. For example,
when a User requires access (readlwrite) to a presentation
material which comprises audioivideo data and some
resources which are not available in the local machine at
this point of time, a local replication manager copies the
required data from their original location and puts it into
either one of ihe machmes located nearby or the local
machine without requiring any User interaction (User transparent). This function enhances the total performance o f
the distributed system, in this example, the preseniation
service system, by reducing the response delay that is often
caused due to insufticient systein resourees at a given service time. Furthermore, because of the available replica in
the local machine, the assurance that Users can continue
their presentation in a situation of network disconnection,
is significantly higher than without replica.
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T h e main contributions o f this paper are ( I ) to identify
the new replication requirements for distributed multimedia systems, and ( 2 ) to build a replication mechanism for
distributed multimedia systems. T o achieve these targeis,
we First study the characteristics of presentational media
types which are handled in medianode system[l], and
extract new replica units and granularities which have neither been considered nor supported in existing replication
mechanisms. Furthermore, we give a survey on existing
replication mechanisms and identify their features and limilations. By proiotyping our proposed replication mechanism in medianode, we prove its principle feasibility and
identify further research issues such as how to combine the
concept of quality of service (QoS) with replication mechanisms.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
present our replication system model. Afier giving a shon
overview about medianode architecture, we define the
scope of our replication mechanism in medianode and
present the characteristics o f presentational media types.
for which we identify a need for neur replica units and
granularities. Section 3 presents the design and implementation implementation architecture of our replicaiion
model. We describe the proposed replication maintenance
mechanism. e . g how and when replicas are created and
how the updates are signalled and transporied. In Section
4. we give an overview of related work. The merits and
Iimitations of existing replication mechanisms are discussed and a comparison of our approach with previous
work is given. W e conclude the paper with a Summary of
our work and an outlook towards possible Future extensions of our replication mechanism.

2. Replication System M o d e l
2.1. Architectural Overview 01 medianode
The medianode system architecture[l] is intended for
de-centralized Operation of a widely distributed systrm.
Within this distributed system, each participating host is
called a medianode and conceptually equal to all other par-

ticipating nodes. i.e. a medianode is not considered a client
or a server. Client or server tasks are taken on by medianodes in the system depending on the their resources and
Software modules.
The central element of a medianode is called its core.
The core performs two primary tasks: (a) it dynamically
loads code whieh implements the medianode's operations
and instantiates objects; (b) the core implements the routing of requests between medianode's eomponents (called
bows) that are instantiated in a medianode.
Each dynamically loaded module implements a child
class of medianode's root class, the bow class. Some bows
implement basic operations that are necessary for the Start
of a medianode; these are not loaded dynamically but statically linked to the medianode binary and well known to the
core. The bow class has three abstract subclasses whieh
structure the operations of medianode in general. These
subclasses are called Aecess Bow, Storage Bow and Verifier Bow.
Objects of the class Access Bow implement the visible
activity of a medianode: e.g. an HTTP access bow implements means of requesting content from the rnedianode via
the HTTP protocol, a Telnet access bow allows a User to
connect to a medianode using the telnet application for
basic information and management tasks. Storage Bows
implement the functionality of distributed file systems and
distributed databases. In medianode. such storage bows are
always capable of operating in disconnected operation
modes, 1.e. they implement all functionality locally, keep
all relevant data locally, and are able to react to requests to
unreachable data. Verifier Bows are intended to check the
availability and accessibility of data and Services that have
been requested by access bows or storage bows.

2.2. S c o p e of o u r Replication S y s t e m
By analysing the service requirements distributed multimedia systems for the example of rnedianode. we identified a number of issues that the design of our replication
system need to address:
High availability: The replication system in medianode should enable datalservice access in both connected and disconneeted operation modes. Users ean
keep multiple copies of their files on different medianodes that are distributed geographically aceross several
universities in the state of Hessen.
Consisteucy: Concurrent updates and system failures
can lead to replieas not being consistent any more, i.e.
stale state. The replication system should offer meehanisms for both resolving conflicts and keeping consistency between multiple replieas and their updates.

-

Location and access transparency: Users do not need
to know where presentation resources are physically
located and how these resources are accessed.
Cost efiicient update transport: Due to the limitation
of system and network resources, the replication system should use multicast-based transport mechanism
for exchanging updates to reduce resource utilization.
QoS Support: The specific characteristics of presentational data, especially of multimedia data should be
suppotted by the proposed replication mechanism.

In medianode, we mainly focus on the replication service for accessing data in terms o f 'inter-medianode', i.e.
between medianodes, by providing replica maintenance in
each medianode. Consequently, a replieation manager can
be implemented as one or a Set of medianode's bow
instances in each medianode. The replication managers
communicate among each other to exchange update information through the whole medianodes. A replication service within a rnedianode, i.e.. 'intra-medianode', is not
considered for the first stage of our implementation. However, the replication concept in this paper is straightforwardly applicable to the replication service for intramedianode scope.

2.3. C o n c e p t of Logically C e n t r a l i z e d D a t a b a s e
For a technical realization of our proposed replication
system, we use the concept of a so-called "logically centralized database (LCDB)" which especially enables the
transparent access to presentation materials. Similar to the
concept of location-independent identifiers in distributed
database system[3], LCDB enables a mapping between
logical and physical resources. So users do not need to
know where presentation resources are located physically
and how they are accessed. Requests from users. either for
reading or writing any presentation materials, are first sent
to the Access Bow of the loeal medianode that runs on the
user's local machine. After successful check of the accessibility of the User and the availability of the requested
resources, the corresponding storage bows send the target
data to the users. Figure I illustrates the interface point, the
bows building the LCDB and ihe interactions between the
bows. Some additional remarks on LCDB are in order:
Aceording to the data types, all of the presentation contents and their meta-data are stored in corresponding
storage bows.
The 'front-end' of the storage bow API provides unique
interface functions, independent of the data types: this
is similar to the VFS (virtual file system) interface in
UNIX systems.

Figure 1: medianode architecture with replication service
Replication has to be supported for most storage bows,
although the number of replicas and the update frequency may differ between the individual bows.
For the update propagation between replication managers, a multicast RPC (remote procedure call) communication mechanism is used.

2.4. Different Types of Presentation Data
Data organization comprises the storage of content data
as well as meta information about this conrent data in a
structured way. The typical data types which can be identified in medianode are the iollowing:
Presentation contents: this type of data comprises text,
image, audiolvideo files and can be stored in file systems which should handle automatic data distribution
and access, and also suppon the multimedia characteristics of this content type.

Presentation description data, e.g. XML files.
Meta-data of User. system, domain. and organization
information. User's title. group, system platform, and
university are examples for this meta-data category.
Meta-data of system resource usage information such
as memory usage. number of threads running within
medianode process, number of loaded bows.
Meta-data of User session and token information.
Table 1 shows an overview ofthese data types with their
characteristics.

2.5. Classification of Target Replicas
As argued in subsection 2.2, the main goal of replication
is to increase the high availability of medianode's services
and lo decrease the response time for accesses to data
located on other medianodes. To meet this goal, data which

TABLE 1 D a t a categories a n d their characteristics in m e d i a n o d e
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is characterized by a high availability requirement (see
Table I ) should be replicated among the running medianodes. W e classify different types of target replicas according to their granularity (data size), requirement of QoS
support, update frequency and whether their data type is
'persistent' or not ('volatile'). Indeed, there are three
classes of replicas in medianode:
Metareplicas (replicated metadata objects) that are persistent and of small size. An example would be a list
medianodes (sites) which currently contain an up-todate copy o f a certain file. This list itself is replicated to
increase its availability and improve performance. A
metareplica is a replica of this list.
Softreplicas which are non-persistent and o f small size.
~ h kind
i ofreplieas
~
can be used for
the nurnher of rnessages exehanged between the local arid
remote medianodes, arid thereby redueing [he total serresponse
I , ~ , if
,
local medianOde knows
about the available local systern resources, then the
local replication rnanager can copy the desired data into
the local Storage bow, and the serviee that is requested
frorn users which requlres exactly the data can be processed in a shorter response time. Information about the
available system resource, User Session and the validity
of user tokens are replieas o f this type.
Truereplicas which are persistent and of large size.
Content files o f any media type, whieh also rnay be
parts of presentation files are Truereplicas. Truereplieas
are the only replica type from the three types, to which
the end users have aecess for direct manipulation
(updating). On the other sidc, these are also the only
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replica type which requires the support of really high
availability and QoS provision.
All replicas which arc created and maintained by our
replication system are an identical copy of original media.
Replieas with errors (non-identical copy) are not alloued
to be created. Furthermore, we d o not support any replication service for function calls, and elementary data types.

3. Design and Implementation Architecture
3.1. The Replication Mechanism
Basically, our replieation systern does not assurne a client-server replieation model, because there are no fixed clients and Servers in the medianode architeeture; every
medianode rnay be client or server depending on its current
operations. Peer-to-peer model with thc following features
iS used for O u r replicatiOn 'Ystem:
(a) Every replica manager keeps track of a locai file table
including replica inforrnation.
(b) Information whether and how many replicas are created
I . ~ each
.
local replica
is contatned i n the every f,le
manager keeps track of which rernote rCpIiea managers
(medianode) are eachine which reulicas.
(C) Any access to the local replica for reading is allowed.
and guaranteed that the loeal cached replica is balid until
notified otherwise
(d) If any update happens, the corresponding replica manager sends a rnulticast-based update signal to the replica

managers which have thereplica o f the updated replica and
therefore membcrs o f the niulticasi group.
(e) Tu prevent excessive usage o f multicast addresses, the
multicast IP addresses through which the replica managers
cornmunicate can be organized in srnall replica sub-groups.
Examples for such sub-groups are file directories ur a set
of presentations about a same lecture topic.

3.2. Cpdate Distribution & Transport Mechanism
The update distribution rnechanisms in medianode differs between the three replica types and thcir managcrs.
'fhis is due to the fact that the three replica types havc different levels of rcquiremcnts on and characteristics of high
availabtlity, update ficqucncy and consistency. Experience
from [4] and [ 5 ] also shows that differentiating update distribution straiegies rnakes sense for web and other distributed docurnents.
The rnedianodc's replicatiori system offers unique interface to the individual update signalling and transport protocols which are selectively nnd dynamically loaded and
unloaded from thc replica transport manager that is irnplemented as an instance of medianode's access bow. The
possible update transport and signalling protocols are:
RPC protocol [2] as a simple update distribution protocol. This rnechanism is rnainly used at the tirst step o f
our simple and fast implementation.
A rnulticast bascd RPC communication mechanism. In
this case, the updates are propagated via rnulticast othcr
replica rnanagers which are members of thc multicast
group. RPC2 [6,9] is used for the first implementation.
RPCZ oifers thc rransmtssion o f large files, such as the
updated AV content files or diff-files, by using the Side
Effect Dcscriptor. But, the RPCZ with Side EtTect
Descnptor does not guarantce any reliable transport of
updates.
LC-RTP based reliable multicast protocol[lO]: It is
originally devcloped as an extcnsion of RTP protocol to
Support the reliable video streaming within the mcdianode project. We adopt LC-RTP and check thc usability
of the protocol, depending on the degree of reliability
iequired for the individual groups of replicas.

3.3. Approaches for Resolving Update Conflicts
The possible conflicts that could appear during the
shared usc of presentational data and tilcs are either (a)
update conflict when two or more replicas of an existing
file are concurrently updated. (b) naming conflict when
two (or rnore) different files are givcn concurrently the
sarne name, and (C) update/delcte conflict that occur when
one ieplica o f a file is updated while another is deleted. In
rnost existing replication systems. the conflict resolving

problem for update conflicts was treated as a rninor problern. It was argued that most files d o not get any conflicting
updates, with the reason that only one Person tends to
update them[8]. Depending on the used replication model
and policy, there are different approaches to resolving
update conflicts. of which our replication system uses the
folloxing strategies [2,6, 11, 13, 151:
Swappiiig - to exchange the local peer's update with
other peer's updates;
Dominating - tu ignorc the updates oiorher peers and lo
keep the local tcntative update a s a final update;
Mergtng - tu integrate two or mure updatcs and build
one new update table;

3.4. Implementation Status
We have implemented a prototype of the proposed replication system model for Linux platforrn (Suse 7.0. Redhat
6.2). Implementcd are the media (file) and its replica manager, update iransport manager, replica service APls which
arc Umx-like Tile operation functions such as open, create.
read. write, close. and a Volatile storagc bow which rnaintains user's session and tokeii iriiorrnation. [IS] gives a
technically dctailed description of our implementation.

4. Related Works
Scveral approaches tu replication have alieady been proposed. Thc apporaches differ for distributed file systems
than those for Internet-based distributed web Servers and
those for transaction-based distributed DBMS. Wellknown replication systems in distributed file systerns are
Coda[6] and Roam[l I ] which kcep the file service semantics of Unix. Therefore, they make easy to develop applications based on them. They are based on cithcr client-server
rnodel or peer-to-peer rnodel and use often optirnistic replication which can hide the effects o f network latencies.
Their replicatiori unii are mostly file system volumn which
lead to a large size and relatively a low number o f replicas.
There are some optimization w o i k s for these examples
in terms of update protocol and replica unit. Tu kecp the
delay small and therefore maintain the sense of real-timc
interaction, it was dcsirable to use the unreliable transport
protocol such as UDP. In the earlicr phascs, many
approaches have used the unicast-based data erchanges by
which the rcplication rnanagers cornrnunicated with each
other via 'one-10-one'. This has caused large delays and
made the real-time interaction impossible. To overcorne
this problem. the rnulticast-based comrnunication is used in
some recent cases [8,9,12]. In thc case Coda, the RPC2
protocol i s used for mult~cast-bascd update exchange.
which offers with Side Effect Descriptor the transrnission
of large files hy using the Side Effect Descriptor.

Fur limiting the amount o f Storage used by a particular
replica, Rumor and Roam developed the selective replication scherne[l3]. A particular user who only nceds a few of
the files in the volume, the user can control which files to
store in his local replica with selective replicaiton. A limitatton or disadvantage of selective replication is the 'full
backstoring' mechanism: i f a particular replica stores a particular file in a volume, all directorics in the path of that
file in the replicated volume must also be stored.
JetFile[B] is a prototyped distributed file System which
uses multicast communication and optimistic strategies for
synchronization and distribution. T h e main meril of IetFile
is its multicast-based callback mechanism by which the
components of JetFile, such as file manager and versioning
manager interact to exchange update information. However, the multicast callbacks in JetFtle d o not guarantee
that they actually reach all of other replication Peers, and
tlie ccntralized versioning server which is responsible for
serialization o f all updates can lead to a overloaded system
state. Furthermore, none of the existing replication systcms
does not support of the quality of service (QoS) characteristics of (file) data which they handle and replicate.
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